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Industri;;" Inn~v~iion in Japan and
the United States

EDWIN MANSFIELD

Japanese firms tend to be qnicker and 'more economical
than U.S. firms at developing and introducing new prod
nctsand processes,bnt this advantage seems'jo exist only
am?ng innovations based on external technology, rather
than internal technology. Whereas U.S. firms put more
emphasis on marketing start-up, they pnt much less
Fmphasison tooling, eqnipment, and manufacturing fa
cilitiesthan do Japanese firms. Applied R&D in Japan,
which foenscs more on processes than in the United

. 'States, seems to have yielded a handsome return; but
there is no evidence that the rate of return from basic
research has been relatively high in Japan. In robotics, the
Japanese edge seems to increase as one moves from R&D
toward the market.

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP IS BEING SEVERE

ly challenged in many high-technology industries by tbe
Japanese (1) . Yet very little systematic investigation has been

carried out to determine how much'of an advantage.. if any, Japan
has over the United States in developing and commercially introduc
ing the new products and processes that are central to-success in
these industries. Intensive empirical studies have not been conduct
ed to compare the extent, composition, and effectiveness of the
research and development (R&D) activities of Japanese firms with
those of comparable U.S. firms. We do not have an adequate
undetstanding of tbe differences between Japan and tbe United
States in the rates of diffusion of many new technologies (2).

In this article, I summarize some of tbe ptincipal results of a 2
year study, based largely on data obtained from carefully selected
samples ofseveral hundred Japanese and U.S. firms, which shed new
light on these important topics. .Differences .between .the two"

Table 1. Mean ratio ofV.S. to Japanese innovation times and of Ll.S. to

Japanese innovation costs, from data provided by50 Japanese and 75 U.S.
firms for 1985 (5).

Mean ratio of Mean ratio of
innovation times innovation costs

Industry
U.S. Japanese U.S. Japanese

estimates estimates estimates estimates

Chemicals 1.04 0.96 1.02 Ll4
Rubber Ll6 LlO -, Ll6 1.22
Machinery Ll7 1.23 1.21 1.28
Metals 0.99 Ll8 0.95 LlO
Electrical 1.03 1.42 1.04 1.32
Instruments 1.00 1.38 1.23 1.40

All industries 1.06 Ll8 LlO 1.23
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countries in the quickness and cost of developing and introducing
new products and processes··are .evaluared, and the size, -composi
tion, and effectsof industrial R&D experiditures in the two coun
tries are compared. Also, the introduction and diffusion in both
countries of a particular new technology, the industrial robot, .are
analyzed. /'

/

Time and Cost Differentials
In the chemical,rubber,machinery, instruments, metals,and

electrical cquipmenr indusrrics (3), .firms from both countries tend
to agree that the JapaIlese develop and commercially introduce new
products and pr()cesses rtlore.~lIick.ly th~ the Americans; although
their advantage .in. this re.sp'~ct is, not as .. great as is. sometimes
claimed. This finding is based on detailed data obtained from a
random sample of 50 Japanese and 75 U.S. firms. Averaged over all
six industries, the time differential in 1985 was about 18%, accord
ing to tbe Iapanesc.firms, or 6%, according to tbe U.S. firms (Table
1). However, the picture varies from industry to industry. In some
industries, like machinery, both the Japanese and U.S. firms indicate
that there was a substantial differential. In other. industries, like
instruments, the Japanese firms indicate that there was a substantial
differential, whereas the U.S. firms do not.Tn still.other industries,
notably chemicals, botb tbe Japanese and U.S. firms indicate that
tbere was no large differential. These data pertain to tbe lengtb of
time elapsing from tbe beginning of applied research (iftbere was
any) by the innovator on a new product or process to the date of the
new product's or process's first commercialintroduction (4).

On the average, the Japanese also .develop and commercially
introduce new products and processes more cheaply than the
Americans. Averaged over all six industries, the Tesource cost
differential in 1985 was 23%, according to the Japanese firms, Or
lO%,.according to the U.S. firma-Here too, the.situation varies
from industry to industry. For example, in machinery and instru
ments, based on both the Japanese and U.S. estimates, the cost
differential seemedsubsrantial; in chemicals, on the other hand, the
U.S. firms do not indicate that any substantial differential existed.
The cost figures used here include all costs to the innovator of
developing and introducing the innovation. Specifically, they in
clude:the costs (before the innovation's first commercial inrrcduc-
tion) of applied research; preparation of project requirements and
basic specifications, prototype or pilot plant, tooling and manufac
turing equipment and facilities, manufacturing start-up, and market-
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adapted from his talk at the 25th anniversary of the .School of Management at
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before the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, Washington, DC, 2 December
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tooling and manllfaeturingequipmentat1dfaciliti~ is/alm,,stclouble
that in' the Uni~ecl'States. '(Moreover, this' 'di~ren~',is:-foUIld:iIl'
practically. every: industry in .··the,sarn.ple.),Thisfefleets?:qfcourse,
Japan's emphasis "on process,'.engineeringand:efficientmanufa<.:-.··:
turing facilities. On the ()ther hand.fhc percentage o,ftotaLinnova
tion cost devoted to manufaeturing start-up is significantly higher in
the United States than in Japan. This may reflect greater difficulties
in attaining desired quality levels in the United States than in Japan
and the' tendency of-Iapanese .. engineers. to:work" more 'closely,and
directly with their workforce than American engineers do (6).

Particularly striking is the difference in marketing start-up costs-c.
that is, the expenses. .of pre-introductionmarketing activities .. In
every industry in the sample, the percentage oftotal innovation cost
devoted to marketing start-up inthe.Unired Stares isalmosr double
that in Japan. If U.S. firms could reduce this percentage to the
Japanese level (while holding constant the amount they spend on
other stages ofthe innovation process), ir.appcarsthat about 60% of
the Japanese COSt advantage would be eliminated (7).

Industrial R&D
Many observers .are impressed by the efficiency of Japanese

industtial R&D. Indeed, the president of the Semiconductor Re
search Corporation has .gone so far as to -state that: «The United
States may nevermatch Japan's R&D efficiency" (8, p. 40). Ifone is
willing to accept a highly simplified, but frequently employed,
econometric model (9), the results are consistent with the conten
tion that applied R&D iu Iapan has yielded a higher rat" of return
(10) ~aJl in tI1e"United S .,. asonable,
given apan s greater emphasis on commercial rather than overn
ment- ance projects an its reliance on advanced. technology
from the West, whiCh mn!d&t> adapted and jmprmred 2tre'.mjvely
low cost. On the other hand, the' econometric results provide no
iiiaicaoon that basic research has been particularly effective in Japan
(11). Based on these findings, the Japanese advantage has been
confined largely to applied R&D, particularly R&D concerned with
the adaptation and improvement of existing technology.

Comparison of official data in both countries shows that the
R&D intensity ofmanufacturing firms has increased more rapidly in
Japan than in the United States, which is not surprising, given the
previous finding that the rate of rerum from applied R&D has been
higher there than here. In 1986, company-financed R&Dexpendi
turesin manufacturing were about,2.7% of sales in Japan,in
comparison with about 2.8% in 1985 in the United States (Table 3)
(12). In 1970, the corresponding figures were 1.3% for Japan and

, ....., .. ,

22% ror1:helJnited States: In all industriesotherthanmachinery,
ins.rr:nnents;paper.,"arld :petr()leuny'J~anh~sn~o\Ved..~egap
subsrantially.Insome industries (food, textiles, metals, and rubber)
Japanno\Vleads; ,in,0the.r.~du~tri~s(paper, 'pctroleum. machinery,

.and.instruments). theUnitedStatesnowle~ds;andintherestthere
is.a 'relatively small-difference in R&D intensity.

JaIJanesefirmsseem. rogive uscrs oftheir it&D. results. a more
impottant role in shaping their R&D programs thando U.S. firms.
Japanese firms seem to base aboutone-third of their R&D projects
on,. suggestions from .• their ...production perS9Ilt1eL:and•.cllStomers,
whereas only about one-sixth of -U'S. projects come from these
sources. Both production personne1and customers tend 'to be-users
of a firm's R&D results. In contrast, U .S~ funis seel11 to put more
emphasis than do the Japanese on the.R&D function as agenerator
of R&D projects. Particularly in the electrical equipment industry,
U.S. firms tend to base a larger percentage oftheir R&D projects on
suggestions from R&D personnel than do Japanese firms.

Composition of Industrial RBd)
Because R&D projeets are so heterogeneous, it is important to

look behind the total R&D figures at the composition of firms'
R&D expenditures. Fifty Japanese firms werechosen at random in
the chemical, electrical equipment; instrument, machinery, rubber;
and metals industties, and for each Japanese firm I picked at random
a u.S. firm of the same industry and approximate size. The firms in
this sample carry ont about 25% of the R&D in each country in
these industries. Based on detailed information obtained from each
of these 100 firms (50 matched pairs), the Japanese seem to devote
about.as large-a percentage of their R&D expenditures to relatively
risky and long-term projects as do U.S. firms (Table 4). This differs
greatly from the early 1970s, when Peck and Tamura characterized
Japanese industrial R&D as composed vety largely of "low-risk and
short-term projects" (13).

However, it is by no means true that Japanese and U.S. industrial
R&D have become essentially the same. Whereas U.S. firms report
that almost one-half of their R&D expendimres are going for
projects aimed at entirely new products and processes, Japanese
firms report that only about one-third of their R&D expenditures
go for this purpose (14). (Outside the chemical industry, in which
there is little difference in this regard, the gap is even wider.) Of
course, this is in accord with a great deal ofanecdotal information to
the effect that the Japanese devote more of their R&D resources to
the improvement and adaptation of existing.products and processes
(rather than to the development of entirely .. new. products and

Table 4. Composition of R&D expenditures, 100 firms (50 matched pairs), Japan and the United States, 1985 (9).

Percentage of R&D expenditures

Industry Basic
research

Applied
research

Produces
(rather than
processes)

Entirely
new products
and processes

Projects with
<0.5 estimated

chance of success

Projects
expected to

last >5 years

32
47

Japan
United States

Japan
United States

Japan
United States

10
8

II
II

9
4

27
23

42
39

23
9

All industries combined
36
68

Chemicals*
48 42
74 43

Machinery, t instruments, metals, andrubber
32 28
62 51

26
28

24
39

26
16

38
38

39
41

37
36

*Indudi.<:1g drugs. flncluding electrical equipment and computers.
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"Because the sample in this industry is small, ~is result should be .treated with
considerable caution.

Table .6; Number ofyears before'half of majorpotential users introduced
robots, Japanand"United States, by industry -(19).

lost tJ;ie.art ofcreative imitation" (23, P' 17). This is not to deny that
part of the Japanese advantage/may be ·due to factors like their :!
propensity to overlap various stages ofthe innovation process, their II

subcontractor network, and their fewer organizational barriers and
better communication between functional departments offirms. But
the fact that the Japanese advantage tends to be limited. to innova-
tions based on external technology suggests that it is in this area that
many central problems lie.

Third, part of these problems may be related to the differences
between Japan and the United States in the way resources are
allocated in the industrial innovation process. Whereas U.S. firms
emphasize marketing start-up to a much greater degree than do the
Japanese, they put much less emphasis on tooling, equipment, and
manufactuting facilities than do Japanese firms. Perhaps U.S. firms
might consider whether they safely can reduce the cost and time
devoted to marketing start-up without impairing the vital interface
between R&D and marketing. Although it wonld be foolish for the
United States, which has long been at the forefront of industrial
innovation to attempt mindlessly to mimic the Japanese, it would
also be foolish not to try to learn from them.

Fourth, my results, which are subject to many limitations detail~d
elsewhere (9), support the contention that applied R&D in Jap
has yielded a handsome return, higher than in the United States. In
large part, this can be explained by Japan's greater emphasis on
commercial (rather than government-financed) projects, by its
ability to obtain Western technology that was more advanced than 7(
its own, and which could be adapted and improved at relatively low
cost, and by its,emphasis on process technology, which according to
many experts has tended to be neglected in the United States. On
the other hand, there is no evidence that the rate ofreturn from basic
research has beeo relatively high in Japan. Apparendy, the Japanese \
advantage has been confined largely to applied R&D, particnlarly
R&D concerned with the adaptation and improvement of existing It
technology.

Fifth, my results concerning robotics, an important area where
the Japanese currently seem to have an edge, suggest that the
Japanese advantage increases as one moves from R&D toward the
market. Whereas the Japanese seem to be quicker and more efficient
innovators, they do not seem to be more effective at R&D. Whereas
they have introduced many more robots than U.S. firms, they have

Number .'
of years

.~'"

15
8

17
19
20 , i

3 !18
16
1
7

12

6
2
9

15
8

Autos and trucks
Auto -parts and equipment
Electrical equipment
Appliances
Nonferrous metals
Steel
Farm and construction machinery
Machine tools and industrial machinery
Other machinery*
Aerospace

Mean
Japan

Autos
Electrical equipment
Metals
Machinery

Mean

United States

Industry

At least five conclusions seem to follow from the studies described
above. First, with respect to the differences between the two
countries in innovation cost and time, the situation is much more
varied and complex than is generally portrayed by the largely
anecdotal accounts that have begun to appear. Whereas the Japanese
have substantial advantages in this regard in some industries (nota
bly machinery), they do not seem to have any snbstantial advantage
in others (notably chemicals). Whereas they have very great advan
tages in carrying out innovations based on external technology, they
do not seem to have any in carrying out innovations based on
internal technology.

Second, a latge part ofAmerica's problem in this regard seems to
~'b~due to its apparent inability to match the Japanese as guickand
e ective users of external technology. As Brooks has warned, "The
Un.ited States so long accu.stoAUeU. ..0 .Lea....i..'1g U.Le WOu....., AUay ave

Conclusions

The Diffusion of Industrial Robots
Although the industrial robot was largely an Americaninvention,

the rate of imitation for industrial robots in the United States was
slow, relative to other majorindustrial innovations. On the basis of
data I obtained from a random sample of 100 major firms, it took,
on the average, about 12 years (from the date offirst lIse in the
televant industry) for half of the major potential users in ten
industries-autos, auto parts, electrical equipment,app~ances, steel,
nonferrous metals, aerospace, farm .machinery, machine tools, . and
other machinery-to begin using robots. (Table 6). In conrrasr, it
took only about 5 years, on the average, for half of the potential
users in an industry to begin usingnumerically controlled machine
tools, an important precursor of robots (19).

In Japan, where u.s. robotics technology began to be transferred
in the 19605, the rate of imitation was faster than in the United
States. On the basis of data I obtained from a random sample of 75
firms, it took, on the average, about 8 years (from the date of first
use in the relevant industry) for half of the major potential users in
four industries-autos, electrical equipment, metals, and machin
ery-to begin using robots. In both the United States and Japan, the
imitation process can be represented reasonably well by a simple
econometric model I suggested a number of years ago (20).
According to the results, Japan's higher rate of imitation can be
explained entirely by its later start, which enabled it to use earlier
experience in the United States and elsewhere.

Turning from the rate of imitation (the growth overtime in the
number offirms using robots) to the intrafirm rate of diffusion (the
growth over time in the number of robots used by a firm), it seems
clear that the intrafirm rate of diffusion has tended to be much
greater in Japan than in the United States. In my sample, the
number of robots used per 10,000 employees in 1985 was about
four to eight times as great (depending on the industry) in Japan as
in the United States (21).

In considerable part, this observed difference in robot use be
tween Japan and the United States seems to be due to differences in
the minimum rate of return required to justify investing in robots.
Whereas the Japanese often invest in robots yielding returns of20%,
U.S. firms frequently insist on 30% or more. This difference in
minimum required rates of return has been noted in other studies as
well, and it may reflect a tendeney, cited by Kaplan (22) and others,
for U.S.:firms to exaggerate their cost ofcapital. On the basis ofdata
I obtained from the Japanese firms in the sample, it seems that, if
they had applied the same "hurdle rates" as their U.S. rivals, their
robot use wonld have fallen by 50% or more.
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:'l1q~ :be,~n_9utcker_,t(}'beginusingrhem (wh~'~t:~(}W1t.js""taken"of
- ~eirlaterstart). If; ae.manyobscrvcrs.clairnD.S. industry has 110t
usedTobotsas-filllYasoit 'should, thcprincipalfaulr does not seem to
lie ,With U ;S. R&D." Insread.irhis case seems .to illustrate, the
contentionthat,inthoseareas where>the United States is falling
behind competitively, it is due frequently to problems not so much
ip'R&::p-:-,,.q~, inventiveness; but in the commercial application of
sc~~n~~iwd: technology.
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Even-more '.striking•..is..·..the.."diffe~el1ce: bet\Veen.·.,JaBan~se·,'ilid--,lT.S'.

firms in their-allocation.ofR&D::r~()llrces-_~~t\Veenprojectsaimed

.ut -improvedproduct technology ,and:pr<>jects aimed -a~"iInp~OXed.

process technology. The U.S. firms in this sample devote about two
thirds of their R&Dexpenditutes to improved product technology
(new products and product changes) and about one-third to
improved process technology.(new processes.and .. processchanges):
Among the Japanese firms, on the other hand, the proporti"nsare
reversed, two-thirds -going for .improved process,' technology and
one-third going for improved product teebn0logy(I5).

Theseresults shed new light On a major issue.conceming.indusrri
al R&D in the United States. Many observers have criticized U.S.
industry for neglecting' process 'innovation. AsthePresident"s
Commission on Industrial Competitiveness puts it,"It does 'us little
good to design state-of-the-art products, ifwithin a 'short time our
foreign competitors can manufacture them more cheaply" {16, P:
20). Contrary to the common impressionthat U.S. firms have in
recent years begun to react to such. criticism by paying more
attention to process innovation than in the past, my results .. do not
indicate that there was any perceptible increase between 1976 and
1985 in the proportion of their R&D expenditutes devoted to new
or improved processes. Thus, in terms of the allocation of their
R&D funds, U;S. firms do not seem to have put more emphasis on
processes, despite this criticism.

Industrial Robots: A Case Study
An important industry in which the Japanese are often cited as

being ahead ofthe United States is indusrtial robots. Given that this
is the case, it is interesting to compare the innovation process in the
two countries in this industry. From data obtained from a sample of
U.S. and Japanese robot producers. that account for almost 90% of
U.S. robot output and about 20% of Japanese robot output,' it
appears that the Japanese tend to be faster (by about 20 to 30%) and
use less resources (by about 10%) than their U.S. rivals in develop
ing and introducing a new robot (of comparable novelty, .impor
tance, and complexity). U.S. firms devote a much larger percentage

\':::·:;«;··::'::,i'

-.'. 37%,ver§us1O~):()f.-irm.0vation"costtonlar~etingstart~up,··anda
muchlowerpercelltage(4%versus.23%)t9.t00ling and manufac
turingeqniplllentand facilitiesthan do Japanese firms (17).
The~mp,?sition of-innovation costs:differspet\Ve~nhigh-growth

and low-growth robot producers. In both countries.thigh-growth
robot .. producers tend to .... devote: a :much higher proportion of
innovation -costs ..,to tooling' and manufacturing .facilities than. do
low-growthrobor 'producers,' and the proportion devoted. to mar
keting start-up seems to. be much lower among high-growth than
low-growth robot I'roducers. In this industry at least, it appears that
the more successful firms in both countries; Jikethe.Iapanesc; tend
toemphasize manufacturing in the innovation process, not market
ing.

Given the oft-stated assertion that Japanese' managers' are often
more patient than their U.S; counterparts, itis interesting to note
that the proportionofR&Dexpenditute devoted to relatively long
term projects (those .expccred to last more than 5 :years) does, not
differ significantly_between the two countries-and the sample
proportion is higher in the United States than in Japan (Table 5).
Moreover, in contrast to other industries (as shown in Table 4), the
share of R&D expenditure devoted to new. products, and product
improvements (rather than new processes and process improve
ments) is higher for Japanese robot firms than for U.S. robot firms.
Perhaps this is an indication that, as their technology becomes more
advanced and they become world leaders in particular, areas, Iapa
nese firms will devote more resources to product R&D (relative to
process R&D), and become more like U;S. firms in this respect.

In both countries, high-growth robot producers tend to be more
research-intensive and technologically ambitious .. intheir R&D
programs than low-growthrobot producers. The percentage ofsales
devoted to R&D was ahout two or three times as great among high
growth as amonglow-growth producers. The percentage. of R&D
expenditures devoted to research {rather than development), and the
percentage aimed at entirely new products and processes, was' at
least twice as high among high-growth as among low-growth
producers. In the robot industry, the more successful firms seem to
devote aIarger share of their R&D to more fundamental 'and
technologically ambitious projects, which is likelyto have contribut
ed to their success (18).

Table 5. Composition of R&D expenditures, Japanese and U.S. robot producers, 1985 (18).

Characteristics
Percentage of R&D expenditures

offinns* Basic research Applied research New products and product Entirely new products Projects expected
improvements and processes to last >5 years

Japanese firms 12 23 65 51 10
Large 12 24 65 53 8
Small 11 17 73 10 34

High growth 15 32 73 63 6
Low growth 6 11 51 34 12

U.S.finns 13 21 39 46 17
Large 15 23 41 44 11
Small 2 8 25 56 50

High growth 14 29 48 52 12t
Low growth 15 4 22 19 11t

i' G-
*In the United Stares, a smallrobot producer is one with 1984 sales below $5 million; a large robot producer is one with 1984 sales of$5 million or more. In Japan, a small robot
producer is one with 1983 sales below 800 million yen;a large robot producer is one with 1983 sales of800 million yen or more. In the United States, high-growth producers are
defined as those that had more than a 50% average annual increase inrobot sales from 1982 to 1985; low-growth producers are those that had a50% increase or less. (Of course,
this is a short period, but the robot industry is very young. In one case where data were unavailable for 1982 to 1985, the growth rate had to be based on only part ofthe period.) In
Japan, high-growth producers are those that had an average annual growth rate of sales of more than 50% during 1979 to 1984; low-growth producers are those that had anaver
age annual growth rate of50% or less. (In cases where data were unavailable for 1979 to 1984, the growth rates had to be based on only part ofthe period.) For lack ofdata, not all
ofthe sample can be classified as "high growth" or "low growth." Joint ventures between U.S. and Japanese firms are omitted, since they are neither purely American nor purely Ja
panese. tBecause oflack ofdata, not allofthe sample can be classified as "high growth" or "low growth." This explains why both these percentages are below the figure of 17%
given in this column fur all U.S. firms.
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Table 2. Percentage distribution of innovation costs, 100 firms, Japan and
the United States, 1985 (5).

Japanese firms, .incarryingtour 'an innovation; allocate their
resources quite.differently 'than do,U.S; firms."Table. 2.ehows the
proportion ofthe total cost of developing andintroducing.a new
product (introduced in .1985) that was incurred in each of the
following stages' ofthe, innovarion process; applied research, prepa
ration of project requirements ,and basicspecifications, prototypeor
pilot plant, tooling and. manufactuting equipment and. facilities,
manufacturing start-up, and marketing/start-up. My sample was
chosen from the chemical, machinery, electrical cquipmenr.unsrru
ments, rubber, and metals industries (3). Jtcontains -SO matched
pairs, in which each pair consists ofa U.S. .and -Iapancsc firm 'of
roughly comparable size in the 'same industry.

The percentage of total innovation cost-devoted in .Iapan to

. .. .... .. . .. . .. .. .

. ing start-up.iBccauserthe Jap~ese'costfigureswerec()~Ve;rt~4 1P'thefa~t:tll~ttheja~an~~e'll1~at;ryll1P?l1tsuch,rnnOY<1ti?nS,have
t? dollars,on, the basis 'of purchilSing .powcr parirics forres?llrc~s bccnmorclikcly.rharr th<::~fric~s_: to'lllakp' sigillficaytt~~ca1
used in the innovation, process" they indicate approximately how adaptation~of:~_e:-irpi~at~4:product:-ap.ci·t()r~:dllceitsproduetion

much the resources used in Japan would-have ,cpst .in theUnited -co~ts,sllbst<lptiallY.Th~_~~~<:<1I)S_hayeb~nll1orein.clinedthanthe
States. fapancscroinvcst heaVilyinmarketingstart~upcostsinan effort to

To 'understand the" factors responsible for the~e: cost '. and' tirnt;p<JsitiJ'?ll suchiI~IllJya~onsoptimally,ill the •market, the emphasis
differentials, one must recognize that some innovations .are based being morc.on marketingsrraregies than<m technical performance
largely on external technology (that is, technology develop.ed out- and production cost,.On ,balance,.gespit?theJapanese emphasis on
side the itmovatingfinn), whereas' others are based largely on tooling,equipmenr,'andfacilities, :this seems to' have resultedin
internal 'technology, (tliatis, technology, developeq_-within.rhe relativelyhigh commercialization costs for, such itmovationsin the
itmovating firm). To see whether these cost andtime differentials United States.
depend on whether innovations are, based on internal or external
technology, I picked a random sample of 60 major Japanese and
U.S. firms in the chemical industry (defined broadly to include
pharmaceuticals and petroleum), the machinery industry (including
computers), and the electrical equipment, and instruments ,indus
tries, The sample is composed 'of 30 matched pairs; each pair
consists of a U.S. and a Japanese firm of roughly comparable size in
the same industry, Every firm indicated how much time and money
it devoted, on the average, to the development and commercializa
tion of each of the new producrs it introduced from 1975 to 1985,
depending on whether the product was based on external or internal
technology. According to expert opinion, the new products intro
duced by each pair offirms were reasonably comparable,

Like the estimates obtained from the 125-fitm sample described
above. the results indicate, that the Japanese tend to have significant
cost and time advantages over U.S. firms.l!2wever, these advan
tagc;,t,seem to be confined to innovations based on externaI teChllol-

*",0 where die cost and tIme differentIals are eater than' those
" 'jgdjcated a ove). Among mnovanons ase on internal techno ogy,

there seems to be no significant difference in average cost or time
between Japan and the United States (5).

Table 3. Company R&D funds as a percentage of net sales, Japan and the
United States (12);

Innovations Based on External Technology
As a first step toward understanding why the Japanese have cost

and time advantages over U.S. firms with ,respect to innovations
based on external technology1 it is important to recognize that,
according to the above data, U.S. firms take almost as long,and
spend almost as much money, to carry out an innovation based on
external technology as one based on internal technology. In the
development part of the innovation process (beginning at the start
of R&D and ending when the product is developed), a U.S.
innovation based on external technology takes less time and money
than one based on internal technology; but inthe commercialization
part (beginning when the product is developed and ending when it
is first introduced commercially), the time and cost are at least as
great as one based on internal technology,

t In Japan, on the other hand, firms take about 25% less time, and
\} spend about 50% less money, to carry out an innovation based on
~external technology than one based on internal technology.More-

over, this is true in all industries included in my study. The contrast
between Japanese and U.S. firms in the commercialization part of
the innovation process is particularly striking. Whereas, iII the
United States the commercialization of an innovation based on
external technology takes more time and about as much money as
the commercialization ofone based on internal rcchnology.Jn Iapan
it takes about 10% less time and over 50% less money than the
commercialization of an internal technology-based innovation.

Many innovations based on external technology are new products
that imitate others in important respects. The relatively higher
commercialization cost for innovations based on external technolo
gy in the United States than in Japan seems to have been due in part

Stage of innovation process

Applied research
Preparation ofproduct specifications
Prototype or pilot plant
Tooling and manufacturing equipment

and facilities
Manufacturing start~up

Marketing start-lip
Total

*Due to rounding, numbers de not sum to total.

Industry

Food
Textiles
Paper
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Ferrous metals
Nonferrous metals
Fabricated metal products
Machinery
Electrical equipment
Motor vehicles
Other transportation equipment
Instruments

Total manufacturing

Japan*
(%)

14
7

16
44

10
8

100

Japan
(1986)

0.8
1.2
0.7
3.8
0.4
2.9
1.9
1.9
1.6
2.7
5.1
3.0
2.6
4.5
2.7

United
States

(%)

18
8

17
23

17
17

100

United
States
(1985)

0.7
2.2
0.5
1.4
1.3
5.8
4.8
3.2

•. 1.2

9.0
2.8

-,
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